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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper with the same title [l], the author announced some 
results concerning the class of absolutely gentle operators in a Hilbert space. 
There we briefly stated the smoothness of those operators with respect to a 
given selfadjoint operator T and obtained some stability theorems for pertur- 
bations of T by such operators. The object of this paper is to give the full 
details of [l] in a more general setting. 
For the sake of convenience, we shall here reformulate some of the impor- 
tant definitions which appear in [l]. It is most desirable for us to state every- 
thing in the spectral representation space in which the given selfadjoint 
operator T is diagonalized (for a detailed discussion of the spectral repre- 
sentation theory, see [2 and 31). Let H be a separable Hilbert space. Let 
L2(R; H) be the space of all H-valued L2 functions over the real axis R. Since 
our notion of T-smoothness is essentially related to the continuous spectrum 
of T (cf. [4, Remark 1.8]), we may assume that the given selfadjoint operator T 
is absolutely continuous. We assume further the support of T is the whole 
real axis R. Otherwise, if S = the support of T, there is a natural embedding 
of L2(S; H) into L2(R; H) by setting f(t) = 0 for t in the complement of S 
in R and for f in L2(S; H) (see [3, pp. 114-1151). Thus T is (represented by) 
the operator of multiplication in L2(R; H); i.e. Tu(X) = AU(A) for all u in the 
domain of T. 
All operators in this paper are linear operators. Let d(H) be the algebra 
of all bounded operators on H to H. Let K(x, y) be a B(H)-valued measurable 
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function on R x R (for the notion of an operator-valued measurable func- 
tion, see [5]). For 0 < 01 < 1 and 0 < /3 < 1, let us define 
D&(x, y) = q& + h, Y> - 4% Y>l, 
IA&(x, y) = J+[@, y + 4 - qx> YL 
Ql4X, Y) = (1 + I x I”> 44 Yh 
Q2%% Y) = (1 + I Y I”) 4? Y>, 
and set 
where 1 QIQ&(x, y)l denotes the operator norm of QrQ&(x, y) which acts 
in the accessary space H for tixed x and y (same for others); and the suprema 
are taken over (x, y) E R x R and h > 0. 
The collection of all such !.B(H)-valued functions K with // K I/a,B < co is 
denoted by ‘%(a, p, 23(H)), cf. [6]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An integral operator K from L2(R; H) into L2(R; H) 
with kernel k(x, y) is said to be T-gentle, if the kernel k belongs to 
%(a, /3, b(H)) for some 0 < 01 < 1 and 0 < /3 < 1. The class of all such 
operators is also denoted by ‘%(a, /3,23(H)). 
DEFINITION 1.2. An operator K from L2(R; H) into L2(R; H) is said 
to be T-absolutely gentle, if its absolute value 1 K ( = (K*K)1/2 is T-gentle 
forsomeO<~<landO</I<l. 
It is known (see [l, Remark 1.41) that the class of nonnegative selfadjoint 
T-gentle operators and the class of selfadjoint T-gentle operators of finite 
rank are T-absolutely gentle. 
Next, the notion of T-smoothness will be stated below in a form suitable 
for our purpose. Let {E(X)} be the spectral family of T. Since T is the multi- 
plication operator in L2(R; H), E(I) is simply the characteristic function of 
I, I C R. We know (see [4, p. 2721) that a closed, densely defined operator A 
from L2(R; H) into another Hilbert space Y is T-smooth if // A IIT < 00, 
where 
(1) 
the suprema are taken over all 0 # u E L2(R; H) and all semiclosed interval 
I = (a, b] with 1 I j = the length of I and E(I) = E(b) - E(a). 
409/33/3-14 
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DEFINITION 1.3. An operator K from P(R; H) to L2(R; H) is said to be 
T-doubly smooth, if it can be factored formally as the product B*A of two 
operators A and B in L2(R; H) such that 
(i) both A and B are T-smooth, and 
(ii) there exists a constant N < CO with 
II A(T - 4-l B*u II < iv II u II , Im x f 0, u E D(B*), 
where B* denotes the adjoint operator of B. 
Our main results are 
THEOREM 1.4. Let T be the multiplication operator in L2(R; H). Then every 
T-absolutely gentle se&zdjoint operator K in L2(R; H) is also T-doubly smooth. 
In our proof, we first use the polar decomposition of such K to obtain a 
factorization of the form B*A, then prove that A and B satisfy (i) and (ii) 
of Def. 1.3 (Sec. 2). 
Thereafter by applying Remark 1.4 of [l], Theorem 1.4 above and a result 
on small perturbation due to Kato [4, Theorem 1.51 the following results 
on stability of small gentle perturbations are established: 
THEOREM 1.5. Let K be a T-absolutely gentle serfadjoint operator in 
L2(R; H); i.e. I K 1 E%(CX, /?, d(H)) fat some 0 < CY < 1 and 0 < /I < 1. 
Then there exists a constant N < CO depending on (Y, p and /I k Ila,e , where k is 
the kernel of I K 1 , such that for any complex number E with I E I < l/N, the 
operator T + EK is spectrally absolutely continuous and is unitarily equivalent 
to T. 
COROLLARY 1.6. We can replace “T-absolutely gentle selfadjoint operator” 
by “selfaeoint T-gentle operator of jinite rank” or by “nonnegative selfadjoint 
T-gentle operator” in Theorem 1.5, respectively, with the same conclusion. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 
2.1. Factorization and Smoothness. 
Given an absolutely gentle selfadjoint operator K in L2(R; H), let 
K = WI K 1 be the polar decomposition of K. Set A = W I K j1/2 and 
B = I K 11/2; thus K = BA, both A and B are selfadjoint (since W is self- 
adjoint, unitary and commutes with I K 1 and K). By our assumption I K I 
is an integral operator with kernel h E %(a, &23(H)) for some 0 < (Y < 1 
andO<p<l. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For any semiclosed interval I C R, we have 
II 4w G M I I I and II BJw)l12 e M I I I 3 
where M = // &z Ila,B and 1 I I = the kngth of I. 
Proof. We shall prove the first inequality, the proof of the second one is 
similar. Let II P iI2 denotes Schmidt norm of the operator P. Then 
II JV) I K I WII: = /j,,, I b(x, y)l” dx dy d M2 I 1 12, 
by noting that supIxr ( &x, y)l < M. Since 
II 44II G II ~Wll2 
and 
the lemma follows. 
K I WI2 9 
Thus A and B are T-smooth with 11 A IIr < M1/2 and 11 B jlr < M1i2 follow 
from (1) and Lemma 2.1. 
2.2. Uniform boundedness of A(T - z)-l B, Im z f 0 
This part is quite complicated. We shall build our proof on the following 
lemmas. 
For each semiclosed finite interval I C R, let [E(I) B] be the closure of 
E(I) B. Since D(B) is dense in L2(R; H) and 
II W)B II = II BWI < Ml” I I I -==I 03, 
by Lemma 2.1. It follows that the operator [E(I) B] belongs to %(L2(R; H)). 
Let us define, for u cL2(R; H), 
G(I) u = j” [E(I) B] u(h) dh = j- E(I) (h) [E(I) B] u(h) dh = j a(h) dh, 
I 
where 12(h) = E(I) (A) [E(I) B] u(h). In particular zZ(h) = Bu(h), if u 
We have, by noting Lemma 2.1, 
II G(I) u II G II I* ]j” II Wl12 dA/’ = II I* t, IIbWBl &Via df 
G II I+ IIW) WI II u II G II I* M* II I+ II u II = M* II I 
E: D(B). 
II u II - 
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Hence G(I) defines a bounded linear operator on Lz(R; H) for each fixed I 
with 111 < co. Moreover 
II Wll - < iI!P uniformly. 
III 
(2) 
Now to each h E R, let I(h, 6) = (A - c/2, h + 42) for E > 0 (note that 
1 I(h, <)I = e). Since G(I(h, c)) u is the indefinite Bochner integral of d(h) 
for each fixed u in L2(R; H), it follows that the strong derivative 
ljk~ E-lG(I(h, c)) u 
exists and equals to zi(X) f or almost every X (cf. S. Bochner [7]). Let us set 
Gp = lii &G(I(A, c)) u, whenever it exists. 
Since L2(R; H) is separable, let {un} be a countable dense subset of L2(R; H). 
For each n there exists a subset E, of R of measure zero such that Ghun 
exists for every h not in En . Let E be the complement of un En in R, then 
G,,u, exists for every X in E and for every n. Since )I G,u, // < M112 Ij u,, 11 by 
(2) therefore, by a familiar continuity argument, GA admits an extension 
(which we denote by the same symbol) G,, E 23(L2(R; H); H) for every h in E. 
Hence G,,* belongs to !23(H, L2(R; H)) f or every h in E. To iind the explicit 
formula for G,,*, for given E~ > co > 0 and h in E fixed, let 
Ii = (A - Ei , h + Q) i=O,l. 
Let us choose a function w(x) E C:(R) (infinitely differential functions with 
compact support in R) such that 
s 
1 
1, XEI,; 
w(x) dx = 1 and w(x) = 0 < w(x) < 1, x EIl \I,; 
R 
0, X6&- 
Such a function is known as regularization function. With the help of this 
function, we consider formally the following expression. Let <,) and (,) 
denote, respectively, the inner products of L2(R; H) and H. Let f E H and 
u E L2(R; H), by definition, for E < l a , 
= hi$ &(wf, [E(I(h, c)) B] u) = (hi &BE(I(A, e)) wf, u), 
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by noting that [E(I(A, 6)) II]* = BE(I(A, E)), where wf(x) = We. Thus 
Gh*f = 1~2 AL?3(I(A, c)) wf, forf e H. 
Clearly any two choice of w E C;(R) give rise to the same G,*. 
LEMMA 2.2. G,G,* = l&i, p) for a.e. A, p, where b is the kernel of I K I . 
Proof. For any fixed f  E H and E > 0, we have 
G,G,*f = G,V$ E-=V(~, l )) wf} = 1;~ E-~G,(BE(+, l )) wj). 
Since 
consequently 
G,G,*f = t&y l -l lii r)- l 
= lj$n$ e-1 lii 7j- 
l IS,,,,) dx u,, (I, <) B(x7Y)f d4I . 
Note that the last expression in { > is the indefinite Bochner integral of a 
continuous H-valued function k(x, y) f ,  the strong limit on the right therefore 
exists almost everywhere and equals to _K(X, p) f  for each fixed f  E H. The 
lemma is now established by the familiar technique and the fact that H is 
separable. 
LEMMA 2.3. For each$xed u EL~(R; H) the H-valuedfunction G,u = $(A) 
is Hiilder continuous of exponent 8. 
Proof. Since 12 E %(a, /3,23(H)), by definition, we have 1 DID,& 1 < M, 
this implies 
II k(h 4 - k&L, 4 + K&L, P) - &O, r)ll d M I h - P 120. (3) 
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Note that 
II W - fWll” = II GAU - Gu 11’ = WA - G) u II2 6 II ‘4 - ‘5 II2 II u II2 
= IG - ‘3 (GA - GJ* II II u II2 
= 11 GAG,* - G&G,* + G,G,* - GAG,* 11 I(u [Ia. 
It follows that 
II W - %4II G iw2 I X - P IB II u II 9 (4) 
by Lemma 2.2 and inequality (3). This proves the lemma. 
Let D(l(h, c)) u = l -~AE(I(X, l )) B u, u E D(B). We observe, by Lemma 2.1, 
that 
11 AE(I) B II d II AE(I I/ E(I) B II < (M1i2 I I j1i2) (M1i2 I I 1112) = M ) I ) . 
Hence 
II WO, 411 = c--l II Ml(h, 4) B II < M (5) 
is uniformaly bounded in E for all c > 0. 
Let {EJ be a decreasing sequence of positive reals tends to zero as n tends 
to infinity. Set 1, = I(/\, l n), X E R. Then, for any u E D(B), a routine argu- 
ment shows that 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.3 and the fact k E %(a, 8, d(H)), the integrand 
g(x, y) = (k(x, y) a(y), a(x)) is a continuous function of X, y, it follows that 
the limit on the right exists and equals to g(A, A) almost everywhere when m 
and n become infinite; i.e. 
a.e. A. 
We conclude that, as n, m -+ m, 
II WJ u - w?n) 24 II2 = II W) 24 II2 + II wn) u II2 
Hence {D&J u} is fundamental in L2(R; H) and there exists an element 
D,u of L2(R; H) such that D&J u -+ Dhu, a.e. A. Since {D(I)} are uniformly 
bounded by (5) and D(B) is dense in L2(R; H), DA can be extended to a 
bounded linear operator (denoted by the same symbol) Dh on L2(R; H) for 
a.e. A. We write AE’(h) B for DA . 
LEMMA 2.4. The operator-valued function AE’(/\) B belongs, as a function 
of A, to the class ‘%(a, j3, 8(L2(R; H))). 
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Proof. Since AE’(/\) B . is a bounded linear operator whenever it exists, 
it is sufficient to obtain our estimates on a dense subset D(B) of L2(R; H). 
For each u E D(B), a familiar computation yields 
@E’(p) Bu, AE’(A) W = (K(k 14 @), W). 
Thus we have formally 
/I AE’(h) Bu - AE’(p) Bu II2 = (k(h, X) G(h), G(h)) - (k(p, h) d(X), a(p)) 
+ MPL, P) fw7 fw> - (KG4 P) fw, W))* 
After some manipulation, the rightside becomes C Sj , i = l,..., 4; where 
s, = ((k(h 4 - k(P, 4) w-4 - %9, @a 
s2 = (@(A 4 - R(k P) + K(cL> P> - K(cL, V) w, W)), 
s2 = ((HP, 4 - k(P, 4) 4% w - GCL)), 
and 
s* = @(CL> CL) M4 - %4>~ w - %4* 
Each summand S, satisfies 11 Sj 11 < M2 / h - p I28 I/ u (12, can be checked 
by using the assumption that k E %(a, /I, 23(H)) and inequalities (2), (3) and 
(4). Putting these altogether and taking square root, we obtain 
11 Al?‘(h) Bu - AE’(p) Bu II < 2M I h - p Is /I u // . 
The fact that AE’(X) B vanishes at infinity with the Holder quotient OL > 0 
is an immediate consequence of (5). Hence the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. There exists a constant N < 00 such that 
II A(T - z>-’ B II d N, 
for all z with Im z # 0. 
This follows from Lemma 2.4 and a result of Plemelj-Privalov (see [l, 
Theorem PI). 
Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.5 furnish the proof of Theorem 1.4. Theorem 
1.5 follows from Theorem 1.4 and a result of Kato [4, Theorem 1.51 on 
small perturbation. Corollary 1.6 is an immediate consequence of [l, Remark 
1.41. 
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